
Geography 
Prep for Success Evening.



What is going on?



The Geography Exam

Three exams

Unit 1: Our natural world 75mins (70 marks) 35% 18th May am

Unit 2: People and Society 75 mins (70 marks) 35% 3rd June pm

Unit 3: Geographical exploration (skills and decision making) 90 mins (60 
marks) 30% 11th June am



Answer all questions
(there is no choice)

Unit 1: Our Natural 
World
- Global Hazards
- Changing Climate
- Distinctive Landscapes
- Sustaining Ecosystems

Fieldwork and skills

Unit 2: People and 
Society
- Urban Futures
- Dynamic Development
- UK in the 21st Century
- Resource Reliance

Fieldwork and skills

Unit 3: Geographical 
Exploration

- Geographical skills

- Decision Making 
Exercise



Fieldwork

You will be asked questions about fieldwork in both papers.

You need to know the route to enquiry- Introduction, Methodology, 
Presentation, Analysis, Evaluation and Conclusions.

Questions can come from any of these sections.

Practise the sample paper questions.



Unit 3
Geographical exploration

- Answer all questions set.
- First 5-10 minutes recommended  for just reading and familiarising yourself 

with the resource booklet.
- During the reading time, highlight, annotate the paper.
- Only when you are finished reading do you start the paper.
- You can’t learn anything new for this paper, it is applying what you have 

learned in unit 1 and 2. You can practise though!
- Pay close attention to what resources page numbers you need to use to 

answer the question.
- It is the show off paper, so show off your geographical knowledge. Make 

links with the topics you have studied. Bring in relevant case studies, 
theories, models.



SPAG
In all three exams there are marks for spelling, punctuation and grammar. There will be an asterix by 
the questions where SPAG is assessed. 5 % of your total mark is from SPAG.

Use capital letters at the start of sentences.

When locating places give place names a capital letter.

Short sentences are better than long rambling ones.

Use Geographical language.



Read the question at least twice………
Know what the question is asking you. Bring a highlighter to the exam. Underline/ 
highlight the command words.

Command word What it means Example

Suggest Give an explanation for something when you can’t be 
sure.

Suggest why the number of polar bears are in decline.

Compare Identify similarities and differences between two or more 
things.

Compare the characteristics of a bottom up and top 
down development strategy.

Define Give a clear meaning. Define hydraulic action.

Describe Say what something is like; identify trends. 
Increasing? Decreasing? Fluctuating? Rapid? Slow?
Location?

Describe the trends shown in the graph.

Explain Give reasons why something happens. Explain why differences in development occur within a 
country.

Evaluate Weigh up the good and bad points to make a judgement. Evaluate a bottom development strategy in a LIDC.

Justify Give evidence to support your statements. How should Haiti be redeveloped following the 
devastating earthquake?

Identify Name an example, sometimes from a map, photo or 
graph.

Identify three countries with food shortages from the 
map.

Outline Summarise the main points. Outline how the population of the UK is changing.

To what extent? Judge the importance of something. To what extent are people the cause of flooding?



Revision materials created by staff.



Revision guides

We recommend:



Seneca Learning



GCSE pod

• https://members.gcsepod.com/shared/podcasts#6003/6016

GCSE pod has lots of clips relevant to the course.

https://members.gcsepod.com/shared/podcasts#6003/6016


Revision cards for case studies
Include: 1. Title of case study.

2. Location of case study
3. Key data about case study
4. Any information/ data which 
makes it specific.



How to revise for Geography.
Mind maps for topics sub topics.

Stick them up around your room. Each time you look in the mirror you have to read a 
section!



Past paper questions

Down load sample questions and mark schemes from the OCR B website.

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse-geography-b-geography-for-
enquiring-minds-j384-from-2016/assessment/

Don’t be afraid to use the mark scheme whilst answering the question. Train 
yourself up to see what the examiner is looking for. Once you built your 
confidence try without the mark scheme. You can bring any completed 
question or paper to your teacher to be marked.

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse-geography-b-geography-for-enquiring-minds-j384-from-2016/assessment/


Revision/ Catch Up  Sessions

Tuesday week 1, 3pm in room 121.



You tube edexcel clips.

• Clips put on you tube by edexcel Geography to help revise

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Wi8EL-kJH8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Wi8EL-kJH8


Test your diagrams

There are lots of diagrams in Geography. Look at a diagram for 1 
minutes. Cover the diagram. Can you redraw it? Test yourself.



Mr Davis Clips

https://vimeo.com/album/3830931

Password   GeogNailsea

Video clips which can be used to revise.

https://vimeo.com/album/3830931


How can you support your child in 
Geography?

Tread carefully! Sometimes your help will be welcome sometimes not, 
know when to stay clear……….

- Revision cards.  Use their revision cards to ask them questions about the case study.

- Check spelling, punctuation and grammar of past paper questions answers. 

- Test definitions. Your child can give you a glossary and you can ask them meaning of key words.

- Encourage your child to watch the news. Geography is current. Issues on migration, Brexit, climate 
change, growth of China and India, environmental issues, are all relevant. Discuss these.

- Going places? Give them the map and ask them to direct you. No sat nav allowed. Sorry if this 
goes horribly wrong…..

- Ask them about places you visit. How is this landform formed? Why is this area being 
regenerated? 

- Encourage relaxation time, and fresh air.



What is going on?

Young students studying at G’bessi airport Ghana. Nearest 
place with electrical lights. Students go here to complete 

homework and study.
How much do you want to learn?


